AIRPORT TALK

I am happy to announce that our total network of airports grew 4%
in 2018 to achieve a record 133.1 million passenger movements,
with both international and domestic passenger traffic up 5.9% and
2.3% to 63.3 million and 69.8 million respectively. Despite 2018
being a challenging year for the aviation industry with US – China
trade tensions and a fluctuating oil prices, 20 foreign airlines and
60 international routes managed to post double-digit growth at our
airports in Malaysia.
Although our passenger movements in Malaysia amounted to only 99
million passengers in 2018, our international passenger movements
remained robust. Our airports in Kota Kinabalu, Kuching, Tawau,
Sibu, Bintulu, Kuantan, and Ipoh registered double-digit growth in
passenger movements, thanks to more direct international traffic and
improved domestic connectivity.
For instance, TUI Airways started its maiden scheduled charter
operations from Birmingham, Gatwick and Manchester in the United
Kingdom to Langkawi International Airport last December. That same
month saw AirAsia introducing new direct flights for Tawau-Kuching,
Ipoh-Singapore while Malindo Air commenced the Kota KinabaluTawau sector and AirAsia X its KL-Tianjin route.
December also saw the relaunch of Royal Brunei’s Bandar Seri
Begawan-Kuching sector and Citilink Indonesia’s inaugural
Banyuwangi-KL flight into our flagship KL International Airport.
Through our joint initiative with Tourism Malaysia and Kompas, we
also received charter flights from Sunday Airlines from Kazakhstan
to Langkawi in December 2018. All these efforts, including that of
our stakeholders, will not only help raise the awareness of our local
destinations but will also boost tourist arrivals.

Airport CEO Speaks
A leading cor por at e leader wit h
s tr ong f inancial bac kg r ound and
ext ensi ve exper ience in var ious
f ields, he is cur r ent l y s t eer ing
Mala ysia A ir por t s t o g r eat er
height s.
This month, Raja Azmi Raja
Nazuddin looks at the airport
operator’s 2018 performance
based on its latest released data
and projects what to expect in the
coming months.

With China and India being our key markets, we welcome the
government’s recent announcement to extend the 15-day visa
exemptions to December 2019 for tourists from these two most
populated countries in the world, as this would help spur more
passenger traffic into Malaysia.
As fuel price is expected to remain relatively low in 2019, we see
this also as a positive sign for air travel and anticipate our Malaysian
passenger traffic will grow by 4.9% this year, while our operations in
Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen International Airport in Turkey is also expected
to grow by 4.3%.
Taking advantage that Asia Pacific will continue to lead in the global
economic growth with an average gross domestic product growth
forecast of 3.9% annually over the next 20 years, we will put into place
infrastructure and policies that will support such traffic growth. While
we acknowledge that competition among the world’s airports have
intensified, we are confident that we will thrive as we put our best feet
forward to meet the market’s challenges.
As a multiracial country that celebrates many festivities throughout
the year, I would like to take this opportunity to wish our passengers,
stakeholders and travellers a Happy Chinese New Year. Do enjoy the
many joyful experiences we have created for everyone at our airports.
We encourage you to check-in early in view of the festive holiday
crowd and have a safe journey!
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AIRPORT TALK

Closer Marketing Rapport
with Airlines Vital
for Airports
With the liberalisation of the
aviation market, airports are
increasingly competing with
their counterparts for the
same services that airlines are
offering. This intensification
of competition among the
airports have led many of
them to join forces with their
stakeholders, in particular the
airlines.
The reason is simple. Both the business entities
share the same primary customer, the air
passenger. However, some aviation players
feel that with airports getting themselves
involved in the marketing for airlines, they are
subsidising the latter’s business. Looking at the
positive side of this deal, the more passenger
traffic brought into the airport means more
revenue for both parties.
In the common marketing initiatives shared by
the airports and airlines, their main objectives
are to improve the passengers’ experience,
make them happy, motivate them to fly and
spend more at the airport.
Malaysia Airports General Manager of Airline
Marketing Mohamed Sallauddin Hj Mat Sah
believes that it is imperative for airports to
understand the business model of an airline
that it plans to work with in terms of routes
development as there is a big difference in
the offerings between a full-service airline and
a low-cost carrier.
“As an airport operator, it is important for us
to know which markets are the airlines that
we are working with targeting and are their
objectives in tandem with what our airports
hope to achieve.”
Cam Ranh International Terminal chief
operating officer Sulaiman Zainul Abidin
concurs with Mohamed Sallauddin, saying
that there is no point for an airport that serves
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a leisure destination to market to an airline that
primarily caters to the business sector.
In determining the potential airlines to work
with, another thing that airports should look
at is, “Does the airline have an expansion
strategy?” While some of this information
can be gleaned from the airline’s website, it
is important to know if strategy the airline is
adopting is risk-taking or risk-adverse.
Sulaiman, a speaker at the ACI Asia-Pacific
Small and Emerging Airports Seminar held
in Langkawi last year that was hosted
by Malaysia Airports, also calls for an
understanding of the airline’s aircraft mix
when it comes to looking at its capacity.
In his session on Airline Marketing 3.0, What’s
Next?, he says the ability to determine if the
airline is in an expansion or just a mere fleet
renewal mode will provide the airport operator
with valuable information on the airline’s
passenger and cargo capacity as well as its
operating range.
Tips on Doing a Feasibility Case
Study for Airports
While yields, loads and economic benefits
play a major part in the considerations of a
new route, airports that provide information
such as bilateral rights, fifth freedom rights and
visa exemptions in their pitch to the airlines will
help the latter make their decision easier.

data when it comes to convincing an airline
on why the latter is a right fit to work with them
on promoting a new service or destination.
In talking to the latter, “Be sincere. If it does
not work, move on. The airline can sense it
if you are not truthful. Therefore, try your best
to know your customers’ airline as much as
possible.”
In doing airport case study, Sulaiman’s advice
is to start with an overview of the country and
a macro picture by including some information
on its economy and tourism growth is not far
from the approach adopted by Malaysia
Airports.
With the growth rate for air passenger traffic
closely correlated to the country’s gross
domestic product (GDP) growth, if you have
good GDP growth trends, you should show
them, says Sulaiman, who sees an airport’s
visitor arrivals and tourist spending as also
good indicators when it comes to examining
the potential of a new route.
“Using the data from the airport and tourism
sector, try to make a compelling case for the
new service like how many times they should
come. Try also to share some of the airport
facilities in pictures.
“A route map would be handy to visually show
the destinations currently served by the airport
and the list of airlines operating there.”

In the case study presentation, zoom in
also into the destination and promote its
attractions and activities. Try to highlight
some of the bilateral relations that exist
between the two countries of the route or
new service that you are exploring.

airports and market Malaysia as the preferred
destination not only to the airlines but to other
key stakeholders as well like the national
tourism organisations as they make another
bid to be among the top five in Routes Asia
2019 Marketing Awards.

Moving forward, Sulaiman sees digital
e-marketing as a good point to get to
the customers as more passengers want
to be connected online and via their mobile
devices. The use of electronic media to
promote and publicise or advertise their
product is gaining traction between airports
and airlines.
The use of websites and social media has
also evolved with more airports, including
Malaysia Airports, now on Facebook and
Instagram. Videos have also become an
effective form of marketing.
He says e-newsletters and email blasts are
also useful for airports to inform airlines of
the new infrastructure and services. “If you
want to update your incentives, it is a good
way to e-mail blast it to your airlines.”
With airline marketing getting more generic,
he believes the only way to differentiate
yourself is to do more marketing. Thus,
airline marketing is a must.
As for Mohamed Sallauddin and his
team, management included, they have
been working relentlessly to promote their

“

As an airport operator,
it is important for us to
know which markets are
the airlines that we are
working with targeting
and are their objectives
in tandem with what our
airports hope to achieve.

”

MOHAMED SALLAUDDIN HJ MAT SAH
Malaysia Airports General Manager
of Airline Marketing

Mohamed Sallaudin, who led his airline
marketing team to bag the Overall Winner of
the Routes Asia 2018 Marketing Awards, says
the key data provided by Malaysia Airports
had included the ease of doing business in
Malaysia, the country’s political stability and
its good connectivity to the members of the
Association of Southeast Asia Nations.
Sulaiman suggests that airport operators
doing a feasibility case study on their own
value proposition tap on their vast digital
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Everyday is Like Sunday
with Sunday Airlines

MAHB Hosts BAR Get Together

On 27 December 2018, a
total of 226 tourists from
Almaty, Kazakhstan, arrived
at Langkawi International
Airport on a charter Sunday
Airlines flight to begin their
9-day tour of Langkawi.
The tourists were here to
indulge in the island’s best
experiences as they visited
places of interest and
savoured local delicacies.
The Kazakhstan-Langkawi charter flight
service is a result of an important collaboration
between Tourism Malaysia and Malaysia
Airports Holdings Berhad (MAHB) with
Kompas Tour Operator, one of the main tour
operators in Central Asia. Additionally, the
collaboration has established a total of three
charter flights operating between Almaty and
Langkawi.
The first charter flight was welcomed by the
Deputy Director General of Tourism Malaysia
(Promotion) Dato’ Mohmed Razip Hasan,
Langkawi Development Authority (LADA)
Deputy Chief Executive Officer (Management)
Tuan Haji Mohd Asri Redha bin Abdul Rahman
and Embassy Alliance Managing Director,
Michael Mitryakov.
The second and third flights arrived on 4
January and 14 January 2019 respectively.
Malaysia was expecting a total of 705
passengers to travel from Kazakhstan to
Langkawi during the winter season through
this charter flight service. The Boeing 757200 with a capacity of 235 passengers per
flight operated by Sunday Airlines carried all
passengers to Langkawi.
In 2017, Malaysia welcomed 12,577 tourists
from Kazakhstan. As of September 2018,
tourist arrivals from Kazakhstan registered
a total of 10,411, an increase of 13.4%
compared with the corresponding period the
year before.
Sunday Airlines is a charter airline in
Kazakhstan and a subsidiary of SCAT Airlines
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with its main base in Shymkent Airport. At
the moment, the airline’s fleet consists of four
Boeing 757s and one Boeing 767. On the
other hand, SCAT Airlines, which is one of
the largest airlines in Kazakhstan, operates
passenger flights within Kazakhstan, as well as
to Azerbaijan, Russia, Turkey, Georgia,
Lithuania, China and Armenia.
Furthermore, the Shymkent International
Airport has seen reconstruction
with SCAT Airlines and the
administration of Shymkent
engaged in the reconstruction work;
thus reflecting on the airline’s commitment
to improving their service to passengers.

According to Vladimir Denisov, President of
SCAT Airlines, “The goal of the project is to create
a large aviation hub that will link Southeast Asia,
China, India, Kuwait and the UAE with Russian
cities and cities of Europe such as Moscow,
St. Petersburg, Prague, Bergamo and
Vilnius“.

Every year in December,
Malaysia Airports hosts
a gathering of members
of the Board of Airline
Representatives (BAR) for an
informal get-together in an
evening of camaraderie and
social networking.
The evening was a time for guests and host
to intertwine in a relaxed atmosphere and for
those present to get to know one another better
outside the norms of work. Malaysia Airports’
Group CEO, YM Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin
and General Manager of Airline Marketing,
Mohamed Sallauddin Mat Sah was also
present at the event.
Secretary of BAR – Malaysia, Terence Kishen
Swampillai said to Airlink that BAR had
indeed met with Malaysia Airports earlier in
September 2018 to discuss aviation matters
and issues of mutual interest.
Terence said, “Three meetings between BAR
and Malaysia Airports are scheduled in a
year as well as ad hoc meetings as the need
arises. BAR and Malaysia Airports also actively
cooperate in organising CSR activities biannually. At the recent meeting held this year,

matters concerning PSC equalisation and the
soon to be introduced Malaysia Air Passenger
Levy was discussed, apart from other pertinent
matters”.
He reiterated that BAR Malaysia intends to be
an active participant of the National Aviation
Council established by the Transport Ministry
and headed by Minister of Transport Malaysia,
YB Anthony Loke. The purpose of the setting up
is to discuss and deliberate matters pertaining
to the aviation industry in terms of improving
operational efficiencies and elevating service
levels.
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China Airlines’ ECO Travel Carbon Offsetting
Malaysian travellers flying with China Airlines
now have an opportunity to work with the
airline to help reduce the climate impact of
their travel.

ANA Partners with JR East
to Ease Travel in Japan

Passengers with the airline can now know about the carbon footprint and
emissions generated during their flight. With the ‘ECO TRAVEL Carbon
Offsetting’ service, travellers can achieve ‘carbon neutrality’ and ‘zero
carbon’ when they fly by volunteering to take part in carbon offsetting.
In partnership with UK Environmental organisation ClimateCare, China
Airlines offers an online carbon footprint calculator that lets travellers
calculate their personal CO2 emissions when they book a flight through
the CAL website. Passengers can make their journey effectively carbon
neutral by offsetting their carbon footprint with environmentally friendly
and sustainable carbon reduction projects offered by ClimateCare. The
initiative allows passengers to become an active part of the global effort
towards environmental sustainability.

In December 2018, All Nippon
Airways (ANA) partnered with
JR East, one of seven Japan
Railways Group companies
to make travel across the
Tohoku region as convenient
as possible.

To calculate the passengers’ carbon emissions generated by their share
of the flight, ICAO and IATA Carbon Emissions Calculator Methodology
are used with passengers keying in their emission factors: actual flight
fuel consumption, number of seats and, passenger/cargo loads.

The partnership aims to promote tourism in
Japan by streamlining the travel experience.
It includes expanded booking options and
reduced fares to make it easier to reach
popular destinations in the Tohoku region.

For more information, please call 03 – 2142 7344.

The two innnovative companies have
outstanding reputations for hospitality,
convenience and reliability. By having the
options on offer for visitors to seamlessly travel
by air and on the ground, they aim to support
regional revitalisation.

Austrian Airlines’
New Livery
for Its Airbus
In November, Austrian Airlines introduced
new livery to its Airbus, bearing the
new logo. The Airbus A321 with the
identification OE-LBD was the second aircraft
in the Austrian Airlines fleet on which the
adjustments to the brand presence can be
seen.
The first aircraft to sport the new design, the company sixth Boeing
777 (identification OE-LPF), was introduced in May 2018. It would
take another seven years to have all Austrian Airlines aircraft carry the
new design in operation. However, by the summer 2019, more than a
dozen of Austrian Airlines’ 85 aircraftes are expected to be using the
new livery.
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At the heart of the project is a small adjustment to the logo, where
the arrow and the Austrian wordmark have been modernised to have
a stronger impact. Since 80% of internet usage takes place on the
mobile devices, special attention was paid to ensure that the logo
is more easily and clearly recognisable on the mobile devices and
smartwatches.
On the aircraft itself, the extension of the red area from the tailplane
downwards across the fuselage will enlarge the tailplane optically,
drawing attention to the logo. The Austrian wordmark, in the front
section of the fuselage is to be used more extensively, while the engine
will be white. Moreover, the typical Austrian greeting, ‘Servus’ will
remain on the belly of the aircraft.

the travel process and enabling all users
to create personalised travel itineraries.
Sales run from 3 December 2018 to 23
March 2019, while the two-day tickets will
be valid from 23 January 2019 to 30 March
2019.
Special sightseeing information from around
the Tohoku region is featured on the ANA
Japan Travel Planner website to help foreign
visitors discover the best the region has to
offer.
“Though Japan is a popular tourist destination
for travellers from around the world, language
barriers and logistics barriers and logistical
difficulties make it hard for our guests to get
far beyond the main urban areas,” said

Seiichi Takahashi, Senior Vice President
of ANA. “Our partnership with JR East
aims to change that by making travel to
even the most remote destinations in the
Tohoku region as seamless as reaching Tokyo
itself. We look forward to helping more and
more tourists see the unique beauty of rural
Japan, helping them create memories that will
last a lifetime”.
As the airline flies double-daily from Kuala
Lumpur to Tokyo (Narita, Haneda), Malaysian
passengers can now easily visit Tohoku region
with the ‘ANA Discover Japan Free & Easy’
package.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2032 1331

By linking its website with JR East, ANA is
making it posssible for visitors to plan and
book their entire trip to Tohoku region all at
once. Located at the northeastern portion
of Honshu, the largest island of Japan, this
traditional region has a reputation as a remote,
scenic region of natural beauty, with strong
tourism potential.
The ‘ANA Discover Japan Free & Easy’
package is designed to place Japan’s iconic
destinations at the traveller’s fingertips, where
everything from natural wonders to cultural
treasures and culinary delights can be easily
accessed.
This package allows travellers to purchase
air tickets, book hotels and register for the
JR Akita Free Ticket all at once, streamlining

For more information, please visit www.austrian.com
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Young Leadership in One of the
World’s Oldest Airlines

long-haul fleet from 2021, catering nicely to
both leisure and business travellers. Guests
flying from Malaysia can connect with Finnair’s
partner airlines under oneworld to Singapore,
and take the daily Finnair A350 flight service
to Helsinki. Last year, in partnership with
Legoland Malaysia, the airline also awarded
a Christmas holiday for a family of four to the
original Legoland in Billund, Denmark.

Sebastian Grossmann, the
new Regional Manager of
Finnair of Singapore, Malaysia
and Indonesia is looking to
expand access to the Nordics
for the region, which includes
destinations such as Helsinki
(the airline’s home base),
Estonia, Norway, Denmark
and Iceland.
As one of the oldest operating airlines in the
world, Finnair is undergoing the fastest growth
phase in its 95-year history that includes
the airline’s footprint in Malaysia; driven by
increased capacity, growing traffic, new
services, and strong ambitions. As a reflection
of their progress, Finnair will introduce a new
cabin class, ‘Premium Economy’, for the entire
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Connecting 19 cities in Asia with over 100
destinations in Europe on the fast Northern
route, the shortest way between Europe
and Asia, Finnair’s network is exceptional.
Furthermore, Skytrax has nominated the airline
“Best Airline in Northern Europe” for the 9th
time in a row. The distinct Nordic touch is
also featured in their brand new A350 cabin
as well as the on-board signature food and
beverages, friendly hospitality, as well as
featuring brands such as Marimekko for Finnair
and the iconic glasses from Iittala.
Sebastian spoke proudly of his homeland,
“One of the most remarkable features of
Finland is the Northern lights, which are a
favourite reason for visitors travelling to Finland;
the thrill of witnessing the Aurora Borealis is a
once-in-a-lifetime experience for many. Finland
is also home to 7 UNESCO World Heritage
sites, among them, 6 are cultural and one is
natural, the most well-known being the fortress
island of Suomenlinna in Helsinki. Of course,

one cannot forget a visit to the home of Santa
Claus, situated on the Arctic Circle in the city
of Rovaniemi, and open each day of the year
where children and adults can meet and greet
Santa”.
“For something closer to home for Malaysians,
the summer and autumn seasons also makes
for a great time to visit. Moreover, for those
who wish to venture north of the Arctic Circle,
the sun does not set from May to August, while
further south the sun can be visible for nearly
24 hours a day during June and July – what
the Finns call, ‘the Midnight Sun’. A nocturnal
swim and sauna are considered a must for
Finns under the Midnight Sun and a truly
unique experience”, Sebastian eagerly added.

China Southern Airlines Dazzles Guests
with Cantonese Culture
On 28 December 2018,
the Guangzhou Tourism
Bureau and China Southern
Airlines held an event at the
InterContinental Kuala Lumpur
to promote Cantonese Culture
and Tourism in Malaysia.
This event was in light of an official partnership
between the Guangzhou Tourism Promotion
Centre and China Southern Airlines. Wang
Xu, General Manager of China Southern
Airlines in Kuala Lumpur and representative
of Guangzhou Tourism Promotion Centre
introduced the major attractions of Guangzhou
in his speech, and greeted his partners
comprising of Malaysia Airports General
Manager of Airline Marketing, Mohamed
Sallauddin Mat Sah; Honorary President
of MCTA, Paul Paw; President of China
Entrepreneurs Association in Malaysia,
Dato’ Keith Li and other media partners that
comprise of various travel, tour agencies and
representative.
Wang Xu stated, “It is our distinct pleasure to
invite you to attend the Guangzhou Tourism
Promotion Night with the theme ‘Enjoy Your
Stay in Flower City’, hosted by China Southern
Airlines Kuala Lumpur and Guangzhou Tourism
Promotion Centre. This is an exciting event to

introduce you to deeper aspects of Cantonese
Culture through performance, ambience,
culinary and thus create a platform for tourism
and cultural exchange”.
Wang added, “In October 2018, the Hong
Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge was officially
opened and this bridge will bring new
opportunities for tourism development in
Guangzhou. According to a recent report
released by the World Tourism Council,
Guangzhou has the fastest growing global
tourism industry in the decade from 2007 to
2017 and ranks fifth among the ten cities in
China. It is hoped that through the frequent
route network will promote the rich tourism
culture of Guangzhou to the people of
Malaysia and expand the tourism cooperation
between China and Malaysia”.
Sallauddin stated in his speech, “This year
we started the Joint International Development
Programme which is a combined contribution
fund between Malaysia Airports and Tourism
Malaysia met by similar investment from
airlines, travel trade and business partners.
Today, 20 airlines, organisations and travel
agencies have benefitted from the investment,
amounting to RM7 million”.
Sallauddin added, “Inbound tourism from
China has increased by 10% compared

to 2017 and we in Malaysia Airports are
positive that with the continuity of this fund, we
will see positive results. Outbound tourism to
China has seen positive growth too. China has
a lot to offer for leisure and business travellers
and we encourage airlines to establish new
connections from major cities from China
especially from second and third tier cities
to Malaysia. China Southern Airlines flies to
Malaysia’s four international airports in Kuala
Lumpur, Kota Kinabalu, Penang and Langkawi.
As an airport operator, we work closely with
our airline partners and rest assured that we
will give full support in working together to
strengthen our travel and tourism sector for
future growth”.
China Southern Airlines Kuala Lumpur was
founded in 1989 and has been in Kuala
Lumpur for 30 years, currently operating 49
flights weekly from Malaysia to Guangzhou.
China Southern Airlines has a fleet size of
800 making it the largest fleet sized airline
in Asia and 3rd largest in the world. They
operate more than 2000 daily flights to 224
destinations in 40 countries and region across
the world.

For more information,
please call 03 – 2163 9977

In a nutshell, Finnair continues to have a strong
focus on Asia-Europe traffic by providing the
fastest connections via Helsinki by taking
advantage of the geographical location,
which allows the shortest route between Asia
and Europe. Finnair now carries 97 flights a
week from Asia to Helsinki, with daily flights
operating between Singapore and Helsinki.
Finnair is represented by Worldwide Aviation
Agencies as the General Sales Agent (GSA) in
Malaysia.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2145 1155
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Citilink Indonesia Connects Kuala Lumpur
As a testament to Malaysia
Airports’ commitment to
growing KL International
Airport (KLIA) as a global hub
by expanding the airport’s
connectivity, it has brought
Indonesia’s leading low-cost
carrier (LCC), Citilink Indonesia
(subsidiary of PT Garuda
Indonesia) to Malaysian
shores. With three times
weekly service to Banyuwangi
International Airport,
passengers can now look
forward to flying to this new
destination.
Present at the welcoming reception of the
flight from Banyuwangi today were Arief
Yahya, Minister of Tourism of the Republic of
Indonesia; Judi Rifajantoro, Professional Staff
for Accessbility; Juliandra Nurtjahjo, Khrisna
K.U. Hannan, Deputy Chief of Mission,
Embassy of the Republic Indonesia; YB Dato’
Mohmed Razip Hasan, Deputy Director
General (Promotion) Tourism Malaysia; CEO
and President Director of Citilink; Mohd
Sallauddin Mat Sah, General Manager
for Airline Marketing, Malaysia Airports;
Benny Rustanto, Commercial Director, Citilink
Indonesia; Woo Kam Weng, Chief Executive
Officer Pos Aviation and Rizky Maylina Fitri,
Miss Grand Indonesia.
Speaking proudly, Mohd Sallauddin said,
“We are delighted today to welcome Citilink
Indonesia into the KLIA family, making it
the 60th passenger airline to operate at KL
International Airport. It joins the ranks of other
LCCs such as Indonesia AirAsia, Indonesia
AirAsia X, Lion Air and Batik Air. Currently,
Citilink is the sole operator with direct flights
to BWX from KLIA, and we are delighted that
the airline has chosen Kuala Lumpur as its new
destination. I am confident that Citilink, the first
LCC in Asia to receive a four-star recognition
from Skytrax earlier this year, will contribute to
the increase of passenger movements at KLIA.
In fact, as of the third quarter this year, we
received more than 6 million passengers from
Indonesia, a 6.2% increase from the previous
year”.
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United Airlines
Welcomes Its
First Boeing
787-10
When United Airlines took
delivery of its first Boeing
787-10 in November 2018,
it became the first North
American airline to operate
the aircraft. It also became
the first airline in the world
to have the entire family
of 787-8, 787-9, 787-10
Dreamliners in its fleet. A
total of 14 787-10s have
been ordered by United.

“I would like to also take this opportunity to
congratulate Citilink Indonesia for also being
recognised as a 4-star LCC by the Airline
Passenger Experience Association as well as
being voted the Best Low-Cost Airline in Asia
2018 by TripAdvisor. It is without a doubt
that passengers will be flying the best in its
class on Citilink Indonesia,” Mohd Sallauddin
added.
On the other hand, Juliandra highlighted, “It
is a great honour and pleasure for Citilink
Indonesia to inaugurate its new route to
Kuala Lumpur, after the Jakarta-Penang and
Surabaya-Penang earlier this year. With
the new Banyuwangi-Kuala Lumpur route,
Citilink Indonesia aims to encourage the
growth in tourism and business sectors
while strengthening the bond of these two
neighbouring ASEAN countries”.
Citilink Indonesia will operate the BWX-KUL
route with flight QG514 utilising its Airbus
A320 aircraft with 180 seats on Wednesday,
Friday and Sunday. Flight QG514 leaves
BWX at 8.20am and lands at KLIA at
12.10pm local time, or 11.10am in West

Indonesia Time. The returning flight takes off as
QG515 at 1.20pm local time and arrives in
BWX at 3.10pm.
One of the reasons Malaysian tourists would
be interested in visiting Banyuwangi is that
it contains a melting pot of diverse traditions
and cultures as well as an active volcano
called- the Ijen Crater. The volcano is included
in one of the national calendar of events as
well as being in the Top 100: the Tour de Ijen.
Other popular events held in Banyuwangi also
include the Gandrung Sewu Festival and the
Banyuwangi Ethno Carnival; they are in the
Top 100 and Top 10 event in the national
calendar respectively.
Arief Yahya states that Banyuwangi has
become a top destination in Indonesia with
a diverse set of attractions, amenities as well
as complete accessibility. On the other hand,
the airline also aims to serve those that have
relatives in Java as well as the Javanese that
call Banyuwangi home.
For more information,
please visit www.citilink.co.id

United’s 787-10 will feature 44 United Polaris
business class seats, 21 United Premium Plus
seats and 199 standard Economy seats. In
addition, the 787-10 is 18 feet longer than the
787-9, allowing it to hold more passengers
and cargo than other versions.

the United States as well as global destinations
in 48 countries across Asia, the Americas,
Europe and Oceania. Passengers from
Malaysia have the opportunity to connect with
United Airlines via Star Alliance members and
other United’s airline partners.

Ihssane Mounir, senior vice president of
Commercial Sales and Marketing for the
Boeing Company added, “The United Airlines
team is raising the bar again. With the new
787-10, United will fly the most fuel efficient
widebody jet in commercial aviation today.
The larger airplane comes with more seats,
more cargo capacity, and the same Dreamliner
comforts that passengers prefer. We are
honoured that United, a leading global
carrier, has placed its trust in the 787 family,
carefully optimising their network with all three
Dreamliner models”.

Among the preferred destinations offerred by
United is the world-renowed city, famed for
several Hollywood movies as well as having
perfect weather: San Francisco. One can
hike up Nob Hill and gaze upon the Golden
Gate Bridge during sunrise, stroll around the
relaxing waterfront of Fisherman’s Wharf, and
visit Lombard’s Street’s intriguing ‘Crookedest
Street In the World’, just a stone throw’s away.
Or you can drop by at Yerba Buena Gardens,
Palace of Fine Arts and the Legion of Honor
where you can indulge in culture, art and
architecture.

United operates extensive domestic routes in

On the other hand, Malaysian travellers have
access to almost 80 other cities in the
U.S., including New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, and Dallas.

Gary Laderman, chief financial
officer at United said, “The 787-10
is an excellent addition to United’s
fleet. It offers superior fuel efficiency
while providing a more comfortable
customer experience onboard that
allows the passenger to arrive at the
destinations feeling more refreshed”.

Pacific World Travel is the General
Sales Agent (GSA) for United Airlines
in Malaysia.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2161 1433

THAI’s New Mobile App
Enhances Customer Experience
In December 2018, Thai
Airways (THAI) launched
a new mobile application
to increase channels
for customer outreach
and service. Malaysian
customer’s experience with
THAI will be enhanced with
the new mobile application.
Mr Wiwat Piyawiroj, THAI Executive Vice
President, Commercial said that THAI has
developed a new application under the
name ‘Thai Airways’, which improves
the customer travel experience, making it
more convenient for return customers as
the new application will save information
from previous searches and the passenger’s past travel itineraries. The

application makes it easier for customers to
make reservations, payments, check-in, and
check other information before and after the
journey, as well as alerting THAI promotions
and special offers.
The new mobile application offers new
capabilities such as flight information and
travel itinerary, travel reminder, Royal Orchid
Plus membership services, E-Boarding Pass,
displaying flight details on smart watches
that are linked with the application, and
other services such as hotel reservation, car
rental and travel insurance.
Thai Airways operates 14 weekly flights
between Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok.
For more information, please call 03 – 2034 6999
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President of the Malaysian Association of Convention and Exhibition Organisers and Suppliers (MACEOS)
What is the background story of
MACEOS and its role as an industry
leader in the Meetings, Incentive
Travel, Conventions and Exhibitions
(MICE) industry?
The Malaysian Association of Convention
and Exhibition Organisers and Suppliers
(MACEOS) was established in 1990 by a
small group of exhibition organisers. To date,
we have grown to 150 member companies,
consisting of exhibition organisers, conference
organisers, destination management, event
management companies, venue owners/
operators, hoteliers, audio-visual (AV) suppliers,
stand contractors and freight forwarders. Other
affiliated members include airlines, travel &
tours and other hospitality & services related
associations.

Our objective is to promote and advocate
sustainable growth of the ‘Business Events’ (BE
formerly known as MICE) industry in Malaysia.
Our vision is to be the leading professional
association and the voice of the industry, to
drive the BE industry forward and elevate
Malaysia as the preferred hub for MICE in the
region.
What are the challenges that
MACEOS is facing?
Currently, the BE industry is not recognised by
our government as an important contributor
and catalyst for economic growth in
Malaysia. The reality is that the BE industry
attracts abundant revenue to the destination
and its community. Delegates, exhibitors,
trade visitors, corporate companies are
amongst the biggest spenders.
For example, BE visitors
spend three times more on
average than the regular
tourist, i.e. RM7,426
per stay vs RM2,624;

and the benefits of their spending are widely
distributed throughout many segments of the
economy. This includes hotels, restaurants,
retailers, attractions, taxis, entertainment
facilities and a host of service suppliers.
Furthermore, by bringing a world of
knowledge to our doorstep, business events
also improve the level of expertise available
in the community in important areas such
as technology, innovation, creativity and
medicine. Additionally, they create a whole
new audience for showcasing local products,
services and increased trade exports.
Trade exhibition and meetings can bring
everything from international exposure,
profiling of the country to an important source
of foreign revenue; and the incremental tax
revenues that trade exhibition and meetings
generate help support a wide variety of public
programmes. Between 2015-2017, Malaysia
business events industry created over RM48.8
million in direct expenditure and RM 114.2
billion in economic impact.
How are countries ranked for
exhibitions and conventions?
What is the status of Malaysia in
comparison to her neighbouring
countries?
There are two types of ranking for the industry:
1. UFI (exhibitions industry) based on square
metres space sold for trade exhibition only and
the number of exhibition centres and capacity.
2. ICCA (conventions industry) based
on the number of international
associations held by the city and
country. Currently, Malaysia is
ranked 10th within the Asia-Pacific
region in both UFI and ICCA
rankings.
Prior to 2017, Malaysia did not have
sufficient capacity for trade exhibitions. It
affected our rankings and number of trade
shows organised. With the opening of MITEC
in late 2016, we now have more capacity.
Thus, we have the potential to grow in the
rankings, but not without the essential support
from the government.
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What are MACEOS’ plans for the
growth for the trade exhibition
industry in Malaysia?
To drive the industry forward, our four areas
of focus are ‘Advocacy, Education, Innovation
and Development’. Together with seven other
industry associations, we have established the
Business Events Council of Malaysia (BECM)
to advocate within the industry and to the
government to better communicate the ‘big
picture’ value of BEs to government, ministries
and agencies to secure their support and
endorsement.
In addition, in order to enhance the industry’s
best practices and services by establishing
standard codes of practices and raising
the professionalism of the industry to be
at par with global standards, we have
developed several professional training
courses for our industry namely: the Exhibition
Management Programme (EMP), Congress
Certification Programme (CCP) and Total Event
Management (TEM).
In light of ‘Industry 4.0’, what
are MACEOS’ plans to integrate
technological innovation into future
BEs?
Technological innovation is definitely changing
the way our industry does business. We
constantly need new and innovative strategies
to attract customers. For example, real time
updates about exhibitions or visitors are now
a norm. With tools like indoor mapping and
heat maps, planning and attending an event is
simplified for both visitors and exhibitors.
Currently, virtual reality (VR), artificial
intelligence (AI) and live interaction are
trending. Our visitors and exhibitors want to
engage at an event and be more than just
passive observers. Furthermore, interactive
displays, games, live demonstration are
emerging. Thus, exhibitions and conferences
are a good platform to showcase innovations,
R&D and current trends. Thus, we hope the
government will be able to allocate grants
to assist the BE industry players to invest
and adopt technological innovation for their
business, as part of the government policy to
push for ‘Industry 4.0’.
What are the key factors for
building a successful MICE hub?
We have world-class convention and
exhibition centres, international hotels, strategic
location, easy access, a strong value for
money proposition, proficient in English and

possess a capable industry supply chain. Our
track records for the past 5 years has proven
Malaysia as an attractive international BE hub.
However, the challenge is to sustain this
and to rise against the competition.
Right now, we are in dire need of a
dedicated ‘Kuala Lumpur Convention
and Exhibition Bureau’ to develop the BE
industry and be the liaison between industry,
government and the local council. More than
80% of the BE events takes place in Kuala
Lumpur and yet we do not have a city bureau
in par with international cities like Vienna,
Barcelona, Sydney, Seoul.
Currently, programmes such as the
BSc (Hons) in Convention and Event
Management is being taught in
Sunway University. How important
is it to produce trained graduates
specifically for the industry?
Under the Malaysia Business Events Roadmap
2020 and beyond, future talent and capacity
building is one of the key challenges for the
industry. One of MACEOS objective is to
develop future talents by working with local
universities. Together with MyCEB and ICCA
Malaysia, we have established the Business
Events Academic Council (BEAC) working
with 8 universities across Malaysia to create
awareness about BE as a career and develop
curriculum on BE.
We run programmes like the ‘Future Leaders
Day’, careers talk, internship, and competitions
with guidance from the industry experts and
even sponsor students to attend regional
competitions and conferences in the industry
for exposure.
Next year, we are aiming to accredit our
industry courses with international bodies,
lifting the professionalism of the industry.
What would you advise aspiring
students and professionals looking
to enter the event organising
industry?
BE is a challenging industry but it’s also very
exciting as it gives you the opportunity to go
to different places, see different things, meet
interesting people and experience the latest
technological showcases such as the AI and
VR events.
There are a lot that goes behind the scene
before a conference or exhibition takes

place. You have jobs like event management,
promotion and marketing, sponsorship, lighting
and staging, production, booth building.
There are lots of opportunities but you need
the passion to sustain the job; it is not as
glamorous as what some people make it out
to be.
Is MACEOS looking to collaborate
with Malaysia Airports Holdings
Berhad (MAHB) for any future
conventions?
We can definitely explore this. MAHB has
been very supportive in bringing and assisting
some of the conferences from the aviation
industry such as World Routes, IATA World
Cargo Symposium and IATA Slots Conference.
As President of MACEOS, what has
been your greatest achievement
thus far?
In the last two terms, I have managed to
expand our membership numbers and partners
thus increasing rapport between new and
old partners as well as other associations.
MACEOS is currently an associate member of
UFI (the world’s leading tradeshow organisers
and fairground owners); our strategic partners
include AFECA (the Asian Federation of
Exhibition and Convention Associations); and
our global partners include IAEE (National
Association of Exposition Managers) and
PCO (the Professional Conference and Event
Managers in Australia and New Zealand).
Essentially, these networks are instrumental in
promoting Malaysia as a MICE hub within
Asia and beyond.
On the personal front, what do you
do during your free time?
I thoroughly enjoy hiking and cycling when I
do have the time during the weekends. I relish
the outdoors and it helps rejuvenate me for the
workweek ahead.
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